Asymmetric Cable Scarf
Materials
4 x 100g Seriously Chunky Meadow Green 3877
Set of 12mm Needles
1 Large cable needle
Stitch Marker or piece of contrasting yarn

Tension
6sts and 9 rows to 10cm or 4in

Instructions
Cast on 20 Stitches
Row 1: K1 tbl, p1, K 9, p1, pm, K1, (p1,k1) 3 times, slip 1 pw .
Row 2: K1 tbl, p1 ( k1,p1) 3 times, sm, k1, p9,k1, slip 1 pw .
Row 3: K1 tbl, p1, C6F,k3,p1, sm, p1,(k1,p1) 3 times, slip 1 pw.
Row 4: K1 tbl, , K1, (p1,k1) 3 times, sm , k1, p9,k1, slip 1 pw.
Row 5: K1 tbl, p1, K 9, p1,sm, K1, (p1,k1) 3 times, slip 1 pw .
Row 6: K1 tbl, p1 ( k1,p1) 3 times, sm, k1, p9,k1, slip 1 pw .
Row 7: K1 tbl, p1,k3,C6B,p1, sm, p1,(k1,p1) 3 times, slip 1 pw.
Row 8: K1 tbl, , K1, (p1,k1) 3 times, sm , k1, p9,k1, slip 1 pw.

Repeat these 8 rows until required length approx. 190cm or 75”, ending with a Row 4 or 8.
Cast off .

Abbreviations
K :knit, P: purl, pm: place marker, sm slip marker, tbl: through back of loop, pw : purlwise
C6F, slip next three sts onto cable needle and hold at front of work, knit three stitches from left hand needle, then 3 sts from cable needle
C6B, slip next three sts onto cable needle and hold at back of work, knit three stitches from left hand needle, then 3 sts from cable needle
Tip!
If you are a novice knitter it may be easier to work this pattern if you think of it as two distinct panels, one of 11 stitches and the other 7
stitches with a selvedge stitch at each end of the row. The marker shows the divide between the two panels. The 11 stitch panel is a 9 stitch
plait with a reverse stocking stitch either side, and the 7 stitch panel is double moss stitch. The selvedge stitches are worked by always
knitting the first of the row through the back of the loop, and slipping the last stitch of each row purl wise with the yarn at the front.

